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More preliminaries.   

  
 
IV. An exercise in parsimony 
Objective: sketch a theory of quantificational variability and genericity without DRT (and 
without situation theory or dynamic semantics). This may useful as a base line against 
which to measure the effectiveness of DRT and its alternatives. 
(1) Parallel behaviour of Bare Arguments and singular indefinites in generic frames. 
 (Unlike what happens in episodic sentences) 
 a. a cowboy carries a gun    SUBJ " OBJ $ 
 a’. cowboys carry guns    SUBJ " OBJ $ 

b. a cat chases a mouse    SUBJ " OBJ " 
 b’ cats chase mice     SUBJ " OBJ " 
 c. a computer routes a modern plane   SUBJ $ OBJ " 
 c’. computers route modern planes   SUBJ $ OBJ " 
 d. An Italian knows Latin    SUBJ " 
 d.’ Italians know Latin    SUBJ " 
 e. An Italian knows every Romance language  SUBJ "/$ (Fox 2000) 
 e’. Italians know every Romance language  SUBJ "/$ 
(2)  Generic predication. 
     The generic operator Gn is a modalized universal (akin to a conditional)    
      licensed within an aspectual projection. 
      a. John smokes 
 i. Johni Gn [ ti smokes] 
 
    ii.    TP 
 
   DP  T 
 
          T           ASP 
 
       Gn          ASP 
      Hab VP 
         John i           ti  smokes 
   
   iii. Gn(smoke)(j) = "x"w [Cw0(w) Ùx = j Ù Dw(x)] [ smokew(x)]  
   C = accessibility relation; D = the presuppositions of smoking (roughly) 
   “For any x and any w with the same norms as w0, if x is John and the  
   presuppositions for smoking are satisfied with respect to John, then John  
   smokes in w.” 
 b. Version with the eventuality argument. 
   i.$s ["x"s’"w [Cw0(w) Ù x = j Ù O(s,s’) Ù Dw(s’, j)] $e[ O(s’,e) Ù smokew(e,j)]  
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    Ù  now Í t(s) 
    where O = temporally overlaps, t(s) = the temporal trace of s 
   ii. “There is a state s whose temporal trace includes now and for any x, any s’,  
    and any world w, if  in  w the same norms hold as in w0, and if x is John and  
    if s’ overlaps with s, and s’ is a state in which the presuppositions for J’s  
    smoking are met, then there is an event which overlaps with s’ in which j  
    smokes.” 
    Whenever irrelevant, let us omit the eventuality argument and stick to (a). 
 c. i. To be pedantically compositional, let us assume that Gn is coindexed with  
   material in its Spec-region (say, via Spec-Head agreement).  
   Johni Gni [ ti smoke] 
   The index on Gn is a lambda; the index on the Spec is uninterpreted 
   [Cf., e.g. Deal 2016 for analogous assumptions about “res movement” in Nez  
   Perce] 
  ii. Gn = lPly. "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù x = y Ù Dw(y)] [ Pw(y)] 
  iii. Johni Gni [ ti smoke] Þ Gn(li[ i smokew])(John)   
(3) Generalizing to other types of arguments. 
 a. i.   A nervous person smokes 
     ii.  Nervous people smoke 
     iii. "x"w[ACCw0(w) Ù  nervous personw(x) Ù Dw(x)  ® smw(x)] 
    c. Ordinary predication 
     There is a parallelism between ordinary and generic predication: 
     i. John is a nervous person Þ nervous personw(j) 
     ii. John and Bill are nervous people Þ ÈÇnervous peoplew(jÈb) 
     iii. Those are the new graduate students Þ x = i new grads       (Identity S.) 
     iv. ?* John is most graduate students/every graduate student 
     There are two main lines on predicative DPs: 
     First line: Predicative DPs denote properties that get shifted to argumental  
     types when they occur in argument position. 
     Second line: Predicative DPs have an argumental meaning, like other DPs, at the  
     GQ level. However the meaning of predicative DPs can be naturally shifted into a  
     property when they are used as predicates. 
     Either line allows us to treat predicative DPs as property-denoting, and hence as  
     good restrictions for operators like Gn. Here we sketch how, by following the  
     second line. 
     d. Flexible BE (Partee 1987) 

i.   ly[a = x], if a is of type eu (i.e. plain individual/sum)      
ii.   Èa, if a is of type ek (i.e. kind denoting)   BE(a) =  
iii.   ly[a(lP.P(y))], if a is an indefinite GQ         

 
     undefined, otherwise. 
       e. Generalized Generic Frames. 
       We can use BE to extend the reach of Gn to Bare plurals/indefinites: 
      i. lPly.GF Þ lPla.GF,  where a is (i) a definite, or (ii) kind-denoting or (iii)  
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       an indefinite 
      ii. lPla "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  BE(a)(x) Ù  D w(x)  ® Pw(x)] 
      iii. a cati Gni [ ti meows ] 
      iv. "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  BE(a cat)(x) Ù  D w(x)  ® meoww(x)] 
      v. catsi Gni [ ti meows ] 
      vi. "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  BE(cats)(x) Ù  D w(x)  ® Pw(x)] 

      vii. "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  Ècats(x) Ù  D w(x)  ® Pw(x)] 
      viii. the catsi Gni [ ti meows ] 
      ix.  "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  BE(icats)(x) Ù  D w(x)  ® Pw(x)] 
      x.  "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  x = icats Ù  D w(x)  ® Pw(x)]  
    Generic Frames are flexible but still constrained. The parallel behavior of BPs and  
    indefinites within such frames then follows (without jeopardizing our understanding  
    of their non parallel behaviour in episodic contexts). 
(4) Further flexibility 
    a. The object can also be raised in the Spec region of Gn - cf. (1b). In such a case,  
      Gn will take two arguments: 
      i. [ [a cat] i [a mouse] j  Gn i,j [ i chases j] ] 
      ii. Modify the definition in (25) to n-arguments, making Gn polyadic. 
    b. Sometimes the object is raised in the Spec of Gn and the subject is ‘reconstructed’  
      inside the VP. 
      [a modern plane] j  Gn j [VP a computer routes j] 
    c. If an explicit Q-adverb is present, it replaces ‘"’ in (2); ‘"’ is supplied as default,  
      when no Q-adverbs are present). 
      i. An Italian is rarely tall 
      ii. An italian i [rarely Gn i [t i tall]] 
      iii. lPla. Few x$w [Cw0(w) Ù BE(a)(x) Ù D w(x)] [Pw(x)] (lwli. i tallw)(an It)  
    d. Things to do: 
      - Check whether the truth-conditions in (c.iii) adequate also for s-level predicates. 
      - What adjustments are required to make this work for purely ‘frequency’  
       generics/habituals? 

i. John usually walks to school 
- multiple occurences of Gn/Q-adverbs are possible.  

      ii. An Italian often smokes 
      iii. An Italian smokes often 
      iv. an Italiani Gni  ti oftens [ti smokes] 
      v.  every typical Italian is such that there are frequent occasions where he smokes 
      - overt Q-adverbs needn’t be generic 
      vii. Yesterday, John often complained 
      viii. During yesterday’s class, students always complained 
(5)  Summary so far 
     a. Properties of Q-adverbs/the Gn-operator 
     i. can bind the eventuality argument 
     ii. can bind variables associated with BPs/indefinites  
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     iii. cannot bind variables associated with definites or strong quantifiers 
     iv. can associate with more than one DP in their restriction 
     v. can select more or less the argument(s) they associate with (modulo lexical  
      preferences and focal structure). 
    Properties (i)-(v) follow from the above characterization of Q-adverbs/Gn, as a  
    typically intensional, clause-splitting operator. And (surprisingly?) that  
    characterization is consistent with a pre-DRT theory of indefinites. 
    Can we push this line further (i.e. to if-clauses and the like)? 
(6)  Quantificational variability with conditionals 
     a. If an Italian is tall, he is (usually/rarely/etc) also blond 
     A possible strategy: suppose indefinites contained in if -clauses can be (covertly)  
     ‘topicalized’, to the spec of the if-clause and that the result of this process is to  
     create the proper restriction for the Q-adverb in the main clause. I’ll describe this  
     process in three steps. 
     Step 1: covert topicalization 
     b.  [[an Italian]i ifi  [ti is tall ] ]  [TP Gni  [VP hei is also blond] ] ] 
     The details of this structure are negotiable. 
(7)  Step 2: Interpreting topicalized indefinites. 
     a. [[an Italian]i  ifi  ti is tall ]   
     b. What we want to get: lx[Italian w (x) Ù tall w (x)] 
      This is a property; and it can naturally provide the restriction for Gn. 
     c. How to get it: if = lPlQlx[BE(Q)(x) Ù P(x)] ] 
       If takes two arguments (its complement clause, and the topicalized indefinite). As  
      we did with Gn, the index on if is an abstractor over its sister; the index on the  
      topicalized indefinite is uninterpreted. 
     d. [[an Italian]i if i [ti is tall]]  Þ  if (li . ti is tallw)(an Italian) =  
               lx[Italianw(x)Ùtallw(x)] 
      The indefinite is shifted to its predicative meaning. 
     e.  if = lPlQlx[BE(Q)(x) Ù P(x)] ] 
(8) Step 3: Generalizing Gn to if-clauses. 
    Trivial. E.g. interpret BE as the identity map, when it applies to properties: 
    i. if an Italian is tall, he is also blond 
    ii. [[an Italian]i if i ti is tall]  Gn i  [he i is also blond] 
    iii. Gn((li . hei is blondw)( lx[Italian w (x) Ù tall w (x)]) = 
      "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  BE(ly[Italian w (y) Ù tall w (y)])(x) Ù D w(x)] [blondw(x)] = 
      "x"w [Cw0(w) Ù  Italian w (x) Ù tall w (x) Ù D w(x)] [blondw(x)] 
    Also easy to generalize to multiple topicalizations (the  outcome will be n-place  
    relations); and to the event argument. 
   iv. If a man owns a donkey, he beats it 
    v. If John swims, he enjoys it 
    vi. [ a mani a donkeyj ifi,j [ti owns tj]] alwaysi,j [ hei beats itj] 
(9)  Clitic Left Dislocation in Italian 
     a. Un italiano   se e’ alto e’ anche biondo  
      [An Italian] i if proi is tall, proi is also blond 
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     b. Un insegnante in gamba ad uno studente in crisi, se gli vuole dare aiuto, lo deve  
      ascoltare attentamente. 

i. A good teacher, to a student in crisis, if (pro) wants to-him give help, (pro) him  
 must listen 
ii. A good teacher must listen to a student in crisis, if he wants to help him 

     The dislocated PP matches the case of the clitic in the if-clause, suggesting that we  
     are topicalizing out of the if-clause (as opposed to the main clause). 
     So something like the abstract topicalization I have described for E, seems to  
     happen overtly in I. Languages with scrambling are good candidates to look for  
     similar phenomena. 
(10)  Balance 
     The basic idea is that a process like topicalization can ‘re-open,’ or ‘disclose,’ or  
     more simply give access to the predicative interpretation of indefinites occurring in  
     if-clauses, and make them suitable to serve as restrictor for Q-adverbs (in  
     conjunction with the if-clause out of which they were topicalized). 
     While this might still legitimately strike one as ‘far-fetched’ or ‘ad hoc’, it can  
     provide perspective in considering the developments in terms of situation theory  
     and dynamic semantics of approaches to if-clauses, that followed DRT. For, I think  
     that these developments wind up resorting to processes that bear strong structural  
     similarities to the one I have described. 
 
(11) Dynamic Semantics 
    a. Man walked in. He was wearing a hat.   NO Q-ADV/EPIS 
      i. $xi (man(xi) Ù walk in (xi))  Ù  hei was wearing a hat. 
       ‘$’ activates a discourse referent, that can be ‘picked up’ by pronouns in  
       subsequent discourse. 
    b. A student read every paper that some linguist wrote. He didn’t tell me who she  
      was.  
      $xi $f (paper (xi) Ù  "y read (y) (f(linguist)) )  Ù ¬ xi tell me who f(linguist) was 
    c. If a mani walks in here, hei always wears a hat =  Q-ADVs / GEN 
      ii. if a mani walks in here, alwaysi, [ hei wears a hatj ] 
 iv. "u (a mani walks in here and i = u) (a mani walks in here and u = i  Ù hei wears a hatj)   
    d. If a womani has a childj with a partnerk, shei usually keeps in touch with himk 
    e. if a womani has a childj with a partnerk usuallyi, k  shei keeps in touch with himk 
    f. MOST u ,u’(a womani has a childj with a partnerk and i = u and u’ = k)  
      (a womani has a childj with a prtnrk and i = u and u’ = k Ù shei keeps in t. w/ himk)   
   The coindexing between the adverb and indefinites (= ‘disclosure’) is a  
   compositional operation in dynamic semantics – no abstract movement required. 
   Situation semantics has the same structure. But one always quantifies only over  
   situations. 
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V.   More on I-level predicates and genericity. 
(11)  Properties of i-level predicates 
     a. Stativity and temporal permanence 
     b. Marginal with locatives 
       i. John smokes cigars in his bedroom 
       ii. John knows pasta recipes in his bedroom 
     c. It selects "-readings of BP subjects (unless the verb is passive or unaccusative or  
      the object is a universal quantifier) 

i. Firemen are available around here  "/$ 
ii. People are tall around here  " 
iii. Counterexamples are known to me $ 

     d. No good in there-sentences 
       i. There are firemen available  ii. * There are firemen tall 
    e. Distinguished inferential profile in counterfactual reasoning 
       i. If Otto and Paula weren’t in this room, nobody would be bored          T 
       ii. If nobody in this room would be bored, Otto and Paula wouldn’t be here     F 
       iii. If Otto and Paula weren’t in this room, nobody would be tall          T 
       iv. If nobody in this room would be tall, Otto and Paula wouldn’t be here        T 
    f. Infelicitous with adverbs of quantifications without if-clauses 
       i. John is always/sometimes available 
       ii. John is always/sometimes tall 
    g. Pattern of variability with when clauses 
       i.   When John speaks French, he speaks it well 
       ii. ??When John knows French, he knows it well 
       iii. When John knows a Romance language, he knows it well 
(11) I-level predicates are ‘inherently generic’ (Chierchia1995) 
    a. Certain predicates are characterized by the fact that they must enter an agreement  
      relation with Gn. 
    b. They carry an uninterpretable feature [Gn] that must be checked/valued by a Gn  
      operator in their local environment. 
    c. This entails that they must occur in the local environment of Gn. I.e. they can  
      never occur in episodic contexts. All of their properties should be derivable from  
      this. 
(12)  
       TP 
 
   DP  T 
 
          T           ASP 
 
       Gn          ASP 
      Hab SC 
     Firemen i              are      [ti  tall] 
                        +Gn 
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(13)  Main problems 
    a. It is a lexical stipulation  
      [but is there a theory of the contrast without one?] 
    b. The impossibility of reconstruction of the subject with i-level predicates has to be  
      stipulated 
       *  Firemen Gn [firemen tall] 
      Maybe this is an intervention effect that disrupts the relation between Gn and its  
      goal. Thinking of it in these terms provides an account account for the fact that  
      unaccusatives and passives i-level predicates do allow reconstruction. 
(14)  Implicatures enter the scene: Magri 2009 
    a. Basic assumption 
      i. i-level predicates last for life     [World Knowledge] 
      ii. if x is on an occasion tall, intelligent, etc., then x always is 
    b. Implicatures are computed ‘blindly’ to WK    [Blindness] 
    c. When implicatures clash with WK, deviance ensues.  [Mismatch] 
    d. The ‘bad sentences’ involving i-level predicates arise from implicatures computed  
      blindly that mismatch with WK 
    e. Implicatures associated with an item a are obligatory, whenever the alternatives to  
      are relevant.  
    f. If j is relevant, and y is contextually equivalent to y, then y is also relevant 
(15) Example 1 
    a. ?? Some Italians are from a warm contry 
    b. Some Italians are from a worm country «WK All Italians are from a warm country 
      Therefore, whenever the first is relevant, the second is too. 
    c. O[some Romans are from Italy] = Some though not all Romans are from Italy 
      This implicature is obligatory, computed blindly, and mismatches with WK 
(16) Example 2 
   If you have a " - $  scope configuration and scalar alternatives are relevant, then you  
   get a¬$" (blind) implicature 

a. Context: there was a week long series of different competitions; they were all won  
 by the same guy. We both know this. I want to find out about this super athlete 

     and ask (b); the reply in (c) is not fully felicitous; the one in (d) is. 
b.The outcome of the competitions was amazing. How did things actually go? 
c.  ?? Every day of the games, a fireman won 
d. A fireman won every day of the games 

(17) Magri’s account of Example (2). 
   a. lw. "t [DoWw(t)] [$xÎD[ firemanw (x) Ù wonw (x)]] 
   b. {lw. "t [DoWw(t)] [wonw (a)]]: aÎD} 
   c. i. ALT($) = {all, the P so and so} 
     ii. {the competitor who was a fireman from Boston, the competitor with glasses,…} 

e. All ALTs in (b) are excludable, therefore: 
i. OALT(lw. "t [DoWw(t)] [$xÎD[ firemanw (x) Ù wonw (x)]]) =  
ii. lw. "t [DoWw(t)] [$xÎD[ firemanw (x) Ù wonw (x)]]  Ù 
iii. lw . ∧aÎD ¬"t [DoWw(t)] [wonw (a)]] = 
iv. lw . ¬ $xÎD "t [DoWw(t)] [wonw (x)]] 
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   However, (17e.iv) mismatches with WK ( i.e. the contextually shared relevant  
   knowledge). 
(18) Back to I-level predicates 
   a. i. Firemen are available  ii. Firemen are tall 
   b. i. "s"w [Cw0(w) Ù D w(s, here)] [$s’$xÎD[O(s’, s) Ù fireman(x) Ù tallw(s’, x)]] 
     ii. ☐ tall(a) Ú tall(b) Ú tall(c) 
   c. Alternatives: 
     i. "s"w [Cw0(w) Ù D w(s, here)] [$s’[O(s’, s) tallw(s’, a)]]   aÎD 
     ii. { ☐ tall(a), ☐ tall(b), ☐ tall(c)} 
   d. OALT[Firemene are tall] =  
     ☐ [tall(a) Ú tall(b) Ú (c)] Ù ¬ ☐ tall(a) Ù ¬ ☐ tall(b) Ù ¬ ☐ tall(c) 
     This is consistent per se. It is inconsistent with the CK, if we understand it as  
     Validating (roughly): 
   e. "x à tall(x) « ☐tall(x)   
   This is potentially elegant. It derives Diesing’s (and Chierchia’s) ‘do not reconstruct  
   below Gn’ stipulation. 
(19) Issues. 
   a. The ‘once tall/always tall’ assumption: 
     i. Taken literally, (19a) is false 
     ii. Something like (18e) (properly construed, in terms of modal bases, etc.) might be  
      right. But to spell it actually out is not trivial. E.g., we may need something like: 

  iii. "x "s à tall(s, x) « " s’[ O(s,s’) ® $s’’ s’ » s’’Ù ☐tall(s’’, x) 
       This is very close to inherent genericity. And we need to extend this to two- 
       place predicates… 
    b. What makes the implicature in (18d) obligatory with i-level predicates?  
      It should some form of contextual equivalence. But: 

i. (18b) is not contextually equivalent to any of the alternatives in (18c). 
 Nor is (18b) contextually equivalent to the conjunction of all the alternatives in  

    (18c). 
 ii. What we would want is the disjunction of the set in (18c). 

I don’t know whether assuming closure of relevance under disjunction has any 
bad results. It certainly doesn’t seem to be required anywhere, except than in the 
present context. 

    c. We still need to rule out: 
      i. $s $x [fireman(x) Ù tall(s,x)] 
      ii. $s $x [fireman(x) Ù ☐ tall(s,x)] 
     

 
  


